Abstract: Several studies (Keysar et al., 2012; Lazar et al., 2014) Costa et al. (2014) , Geipel et al. (2015) and Hadjichristidis et al. (2015) 
Thinking fast and slow: the two systems
Human beings think in two different ways: automatically, based on intuition, as well as more reflectively, processing incoming data with deliberation and care. Kahneman (2011) calls these two types of thinking fast and slow, respectively, and ascribes them to the operation of two different systems, System 1 and System 2.
The two systems collaborate and reinforce each other in ways that are advantageous and lie at the core of our survival and evolutionary success as a species. However, there are also drawbacks to this collaboration. System 1 is fast and emotionally loaded, whereas System 2 is "lazy" and, as a result, prone to trusting its intuitive counterpart too much. This results in the generation and propagation of different kind of biases, prejudices and stereotypes. The conclusion Kahneman (2011) proposes is as simple as it is disquieting: we are decidedly less rational than we think we are. And even if our rational thinking has a chance to step in, the first impressions created by System 1 are very difficult to override.
An example of this failure to reconsider erroneous intuitive solutions was demonstrated in a study by Frederick (2005) , whose aim was to show the relationship between certain cognitive abilities and decision making 1 . The tool applied in the study, the Cognitive Reflection Test (CRT), consisted of problems whose solution required deep, reflective thinking typical of System 2. At the same time, however, each task was constructed in such a way as to provoke System 1 into offering an intuitive (and incorrect) answer. What Frederick (2005) discovered was that for all three items on the CRT the intuitive answers were very frequent.
A similar tendency to opt for thinking fast, even if against what seems logical, was demonstrated in the much earlier Asian disease experiment by Tversky and Kahneman (1981) . Based on their results, the authors observed that "people systematically violate the requirements of consistency and coherence", and they traced these violations to "the psychological principles that govern the perception of decision problems and the evaluation of options." (1981, p. 453) .
Turning on the rational system: the power of foreign language
However, as discovered in various studies, the rationality of thinking can be secured in a number of ways, which include: any kind of strain, perceptual or cognitive, a direct comparison of options or a lack of time constraints. Additionally, sufficient motivation and awareness raising are beneficial factors (Kahneman, 2011) .
Increased rationality in the choices made has been noted in one other type of research setting: when the problems are considered in a foreign language (FL). One such study (Keysar et al., 2012) , based on a modified version of the Asian disease experiment, showed that while the results for the subjects processing the problems in their native tongue (NT) were similar to those obtained by Tversky and Kahneman (1981) , in the FL respondents the effect of the gain / loss frames did not apply, proving that "a robust asymmetry of risk preferences disappears when a decision takes place in a foreign language" (Keysar et al., 2012, p. 664) . Keysar et al. ascribe this effect to a reduction of the emotional resonance which normally occurs in NT processing. Their interpretation is corroborated by a later study (Lazar et al., 2014) , which, based on three physiological measures (Electrocardiogram, Galvanic Skin Response and Elecroencephalogram), showed that its 69 subjects scored lower on the positive affect arousal scale when using L2 in decision making.
These results, however, were only partly confirmed in Costa et al.'s (2014) replica of Keysar et al.'s (2012) study. The new research corroborated the previous finding that decisions involving loss aversion made in a foreign language showed less irrationality. However, Costa et al. extended the study on the FL effect in decision making by adding a CRT test, in English and Spanish, where the tasks require decisions which are emotionally neutral. The results of this part of the study showed no FL effect, leading to a conclusion that there are certain boundaries to this phenomenon.
The study by Costa et al. (2014) is not the only research to show that the question of the FL effect may be much more complex. In two very recently published studies Hadjichristidis et al., 2015) the authors argue that the FL effect may actually amount to a reduction in the intuitive, emotional thinking, rather than activating the rational processing mode.
The question
In the light of the considerations above, it may be debated whether reasoning in a foreign language is actually the catalyst for BOTH -as Keysar et al. (2012) claim -emotional distance and deliberation. In this context it seems interesting to consider once again the limitations of the phenomenon pointed by Costa et al. (2014) , as well as the argument for the FL-induced disactivation of the intuitive processing mode -rather than the reinforcement of the rational mode -put forward by Geipel et al. (2015) and Hadjichristidis et al. (2015) . As a result, the question to be asked addresses the character and scope of the FL effect in problem processing.
An important issue to consider in this context is the potential detrimental effect of processing mathematical -as opposed to non-mathematical -tasks in a foreign language. It seems that such an effect may result from a certain cognitive overload. This is because the worktable on which the problems are accommodated -the working memory (WM) -is in charge of foreign language (Robinson, 2001 (Robinson, , 2005 as well mathematical (Ashcraft and Krause, 2007; Raghubar et al., 2010) processing. If we add to this the negative affective arousal typical of FL contexts (Lazar et al., 2014) , as well as the tensions accompanying solving mathematical problems (Ashcraft and Krause, 2007) , we may be looking at serious emotional strain. Such a strain is likely to result in ego depletion, which Kahneman (2011) sees as responsible for falling back on System 1 in input processing.
The study
The answer to the question of the role and scope of the FL effect on CRT-like tasks, including the working memory issue, was sought in a study carried out in 2014 at the Pedagogical University in Krakow, Poland. The study departed from the Null Hypothesis:
H#0: There will be no FL effect, as demonstrated by Costa et al. (2014) .
as well as two alternative, one-tailed hypotheses:
H#1: Solving CRT tasks in a foreign language will lead to greater consistency and coherence of thinking and give better results in the test, as proposed by Keysar et al. (2012) .
H#2: solving CRT tasks in a foreign language will give inferior results in the test.
In order to verify the hypotheses, 84 students from the MA programme in English Studies were asked to write a modified CRT 2 . The respondent group consisted of 42 firstyear (Y1) and 42 second-year (Y2) students. The composition of both groups was similar in that the Y1 group contained 30 full-time and 12 part-time students, with the Y2 group comprising 32 full-time and 10 part-time students. Both Y1 and Y2 students were randomly assigned to the native tongue (NT) and foreign language (FL) subgroups (NT=42; FL=42), and asked to solve the test tasks in Polish and English, respectively. The level of English of the participants in the study can be roughly estimated as B2-C1 for the Y1 group and C2 for Y2 based on two facts: Y1 were BA English Studies graduates which, at least by Polish standards, means they have -generally -reached level C1; the level of Y2 was known because all the respondents had passed their end-of-year-1 examination achieving 60% or more which is C2.
The tool used was a four-item test including the three original CRT tasks (problems 1-3), plus an additional ROSES task (problem 4), borrowed from Kahneman (2011) . Task 4, which tests logical but not mathematical thinking, was included to check the extent to which English and mathematics actually competed for WM resources. As for the NT version of the CRT, the problems were translated into Polish with slight cultural (problem 1) and technical (problem 3) adaptations, both of which were meant to ease the processing load by increasing the familiarity of the task content. Another simplification -intended, like the previous adaptation, to help unblock System 2 (cf. Kahneman, 2011 ) -involved turning the original gap-fill test into a choice task offering a direct comparison of options (two answers, the correct and the intuitive were given). As for the procedure, all the respondents received the test, in Polish (NT) or English (FL), and were given 4 minutes to complete it. They were instructed to mark the answer which seemed correct without any written calculations.
The results of the modified version of the CRT are presented in Table 1 and Figures 1-2. As can be seen, the native tongue (NT) correct answers outnumber those from the FL version of the modified CRT, both overall as well as for Y1 and Y2 when analysed separately. Consequently, the accuracy ratios, not very high in any case, are lower if the tasks were processed in the foreign language (overall .49/.36). The scores with regard to the year of study show that Y2 outperformed Y1 on both measures (NT: .52/.46; FL: .38/.34). However, the NT/FL difference between the two groups is statistically non-significant (χ 2 = 0.001; p = 0.97). The answers to the individual tasks are presented in Table 2 and Figure 3 . The number of correct answers for both languages at the two proficiency levels in the tasks other than Task 2 are comparable: the respondents found questions 1 and 4 rather strenuous cognitively, and 3 relatively easy, regardless of the language (Table 3) . This, however, is not the case for Task 2, whose difficulty increases more than two-fold when it has to be processed in the foreign language (Table 2 and Figure 3 ). Admittedly though, the difference, similarly to Tasks 1, 3 and 4, is statistically non-significant (Table 3) 
Discussion
For tasks 1, 3 and 4 the results of the study corroborate the Null Hypothesis: while the use of the foreign language in the processing of mathematical and logical tasks has a slightly detrimental effect on the results, the FL effect on processing is statistically non-significant. In this way the study corroborates Costa et al.'s (2014) findings that there are some boundaries to the FL effect. This refers to both types of tasks: mathematical (m: 1 and 2) and non-mathematical (nm: 4). A given task is either difficult (tasks 1 [m] and 4 [nm]) or relatively easy (task 3 [m]), and this distinction is not affected by the language of the test.
In the light of the above, it seems necessary to reconsider the word RATIONAL which Keysar et al. (2012) use when discussing their results. It appears that in making claims about the role of the FL in decision making and other operations involving interpretation, reasoning and judgement, we need to differentiate between rational understood as (i) "unemotional" and (ii) "reflective", a point also made by Costa et al. (2014, p. 249) , who ascribe the lack of the FL effect in the CRT to the "unemotional" character of the tasks. As a result, Keysar et al.'s (2012) claim about the potential of the FL to increase emotional distance AND deliberation needs revision. While decisions made in the foreign language tend to be more rational in the sense that they become less emotional (Costa et al.'s 2014) , it is doubtful whether foreign language processing of tasks actually increases deliberation or reinforces cognitive abilities such as interpretation and reasoning. All this, observed in the present study, is very much in line with the results reported recently by Geipel et al. (2015) and Hadjichristidis et al. (2015) .
The argument above does not fully hold for Task 2, whose results incline towards corroborating H#2 rather than H#0, showing that the claim made by Costa et al. (2014) , that is there is no FL effect related to the CRT, may have its boundaries as well. This is said extremely cautiously, as the uniqueness of Task 2 proved non-significant upon statistical analysis (Table 3) . However, the FL / NT difference is notable (more than two-fold; cf. Figure 3) , and as such potentially worth considering and in need of further research.
The detrimental FL effect in Task 2 may have resulted from working memory overload connected with the very high cognitive strain of the task itself. It required counting backwards, an extremely intense mental operation, which demands a lot of -if not full -attention (unlike counting forwards or simple calculations -tasks 1 and 3 -which become automatic with age [NT] or with growing language proficiency [FL] ). Related to this could have been an additional factor: mutually reinforcing mathematical and language anxieties (Ashcraft and Krause, 2007; Kahneman, 2011; Lazar et al., 2014) . This, however, is another tentative comment, in need of further investigation.
What is also interesting is that there was a visible -though again statistically non-significant -difference between the Y1 and Y2 students, with the latter performing better on the FL version of Task 2. This observation leads to another issue worth considering in any future research: the role of proficiency in the foreign language used in the task processing. Keysar et al.'s (2012) The proficiency problem may actually be very difficult to solve. On the one hand, the higher the FL level the more automatic the processing and, consequently, the lower the COGNITIVE interference between the foreign language and the requirements of the task at hand, especially those of the CRT-type. On the other hand, more advanced FL users are likely to be as EMOTIONAL in their decisionmaking as those processing information in their native tongue. As a result, we are facing a dilemma: thinking in the foreign language will be both faster (System 1) and slower (System 2) than native tongue processing. This will be the case at any level of FL proficiency, but in different ways. Processing input in a foreign language will be more emotional and less of a cognitive strain for advanced language users; less emotional but debilitating for intermediate users. Consequently, it is clear that in thinking fast and slow there is no such thing as THE FOREIGN LANGUAGE EFFECT PER SE. We can only talk about the different effects FL processing can have on rational thought, always bearing in mind the two, and not necessarily identical, meanings of the word RATIONAL: "unemotional" and "reflective".
All in all -a conclusion which is made cautiously due to the small sample size of this research, as well as the fact that the differences between the task results reported are notable yet statistically non-significant -it can be said that the present study corroborates the findings of Costa et al. (2014) , as well as Geipel et al. (2015) and . However, more research seems to be necessary 
